Detection Algorithm of Phase Singularity Using Phase Variance Analysis for Epicardial Optical Mapping Data.
Spiral reentry is a recognized cause of tachycardia. Detection and tracking of the spiral core are essential for understanding the spiral wave dynamics. The core of the spiral corresponds to a phase singularity (PS), which can be identified in an optical mapping image by a kernel convolution method. However, because of a large number of false positives, this method cannot automatically and stably track the core of sustaining spiral reentry in optical mapping data. We developed a new PS detection algorithm that quantifies the variance of phase values in a phase map and identifies the position of PS as its peak. In comparison with the kernel convolution method, our method improved the precision of detecting a single sustaining spiral wave core from 73.1% to 99.8%. The precision of the proposed method for virtual-electrode-polarization-induced multiple PSs detections was also higher than the convolutional method. The proposed method detects PS by finding the peaks in the phase variance distribution of cardiac optical mapping image. It improved the precision of the core detection of the spiral wave in cardiac optical mapping images in comparison with the conventional kernel convolution method. The proposed method will reveal the spiral wave dynamics in optical mapping images better than existing approaches. The objective analysis method of a spiral wave is important for understanding the mechanisms and dynamics of serious heart arrhythmias.